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Dysfunction Junction: The Real Issue in Estate Planning
Family dynamics and concerns in leaving assets to heirs should be the primary focus in estate
planning. For decades the assets have been prepared for the heirs — now the focus needs to
be on preparing the heirs for the assets.
Preparing heirs for the assets creates a more difficult conversation between the advisor
and client. This is no longer just running numbers; it now involves talking about soft issues,
including people and society, personal feelings, and, in some cases, parental failings. A good
example is seen in the movie The Bucket List with Jack Nicholson’s character who, while wildly
successful financially, has lost touch with his daughter and, thus, his grandchild. This is not
something that writing a check or updating an estate plan will change.
There are three key issues to address when focusing on preparing the heirs for the assets.
One is the desired use of funds by heirs, the second is the heirs’ ability to handle the funds
responsibly, and the third is the protection from third-party dysfunction such as lawsuits,
creditors, taxation, and divorce.
Use of Funds by Heirs
First, determine whether or not the heirs can handle the money responsibly. When parents
are not confident their children will behave in the desired manner, so-called “incentive trust”
language can be devised. As long as it does not violate public policy and stays within the
bounds of being legal and possible, incentive trusts can provide guidance to heirs by creating
a variety of incentives to perform certain desired behaviors or avoid others. Examples of what
can be added in an incentive trust include not smoking, not using drugs, age attainment,
achieving education objectives, marrying within one’s faith, or having a prenuptial agreement
prior to marriage. Using an experienced estate planning lawyer can help with wording these
issues properly so as not to violate public policy rendering the clause unenforceable, or stating
it in an overly general manner, such as “he will receive $250,000 when he marries,” which lead
to more than a dozen marriages in one famous case. This can be a fascinating conversation,
even between spouses, that helps uncover the most important concerns.
Philanthropy can be a type of inheritance unto itself, giving the beneficiary the gift of giving
rather than using the funds for personal use. This can allow the successful child to continue
the family legacy and pass it on to their children, can protect those who can’t handle money
from losing those funds but still make choices to improve the world around them, and
maintain those assets outside the threats of taxation and creditors.
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Ability of Heirs to Handle Funds
Second, do the heirs have the capability to handle the assets properly? Special needs
trusts can be created for disabled beneficiaries, and trusts can also be set up for minors
too young to make their own decisions about money as well as beneficiaries with a
history of using drugs, going to prison, gambling, or uncontrolled spending and debt.
Parents naturally want to protect children who cannot protect themselves, and trusts
with discretionary language in the hands of a trustee, sometimes aided by a “letter of
wishes” giving the trustee insight to the concerns, can be the right way to structure
an inheritance.
Protection from Third-party Issues
Should the beneficiaries and funds be protected from third-party issues like lawsuits,
creditors, taxation, and divorce? If so, trusts often make sense, not because the children
can’t handle the money but because they may be successful on their own in fields
where lawsuits are common, such as medicine or architecture. In addition, while
the parents may not have a taxable estate, the children might, so why pile money
they would pass through to their children on top of their already taxable estate? An
irrevocable trust will make the funds available if needed, and not part of their estate,
nor accessible to their creditors, if they don’t.
Knowing how these issues affect the estate plan can draw families closer than ever,
including future generations. The ability to discuss the details of desires and known
or potential dysfunction is always central to planning regardless of the effects of
estate taxation.
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